BASIC SEARCH

This is our Catalogue Homepage.

For the most comprehensive search results possible, use **All Fields**.
INTEGRATED SEARCH RESULTS

ALL of our Eamon de Valera material shows in one integrated list of results…

Photos
Books
Manuscripts
Prints & Drawings
If you're just interested in books about or by Eamon de Valera, click on **Book** to narrow the search results.

Only want to see photos of Eamon de Valera? Then click on **Photo**.
JUST WANT TO SEE IMAGES?

Click on "SHOW DIGITISED ITEMS ONLY"
AND YOU’LL GET A SELECTION OF RELEVANT PHOTOS, ETC.

Just click on the **thumbnail images** to view photos or prints in a pop-up lightbox...

All search results can be further refined. If you’re most interested in **political cartoons** featuring de Valera between 1922-23, click on those filter headings.
AND IT’S JUST AS EASY TO WIDEN YOUR SEARCH AGAIN

Simply unclick these filters

OR

Unclick RETAIN CURRENT FILTERS and click on Find to get back to Full Search
Results for Eamon de Valera
FOUND WHAT YOU WANT? JUST CLICK ON THE TITLE...

A Magazine
Contributors: Amotts (Firm : Ireland)
Format: Serial
Language: English
Published: Dublin Smurfit Communications
Subjects: Amotts > Ireland > FirmShopping > Ireland > PeriodicalSales > Ireland > Press
Notes: Physical Description: v. col. ill. 30 cm.
Publication Frequency: Bi-annual

You can generate citations for EndNote or RefWorks; email; export; tag and share records.

You will always be given a selection of related material from our collections over here...

1K 181 is the call number you need when requesting this item.

Here's where you can access this magazine.

It's part of our Serials collection.

Date range available for Serials, Journals, Magazines, etc. In this case, we have the first issue printed in 1998 onwards...
To access, just click on **Advanced Search** at top of screen.

N.B. Any time you want to access the NLI website, just click on any part of the **NLI logo**.

To get back to the catalogue homepage, just click anywhere on the word **CATALOGUE**.
LOOKING FOR A SPECIFIC EDITION OF JOYCE’S ULYSSES?

Set Match to ALL Terms. Enter Joyce in search box and pull down field to Author; enter Ulysses and pull down field to Title.

This will return results for every single copy of Ulysses in the NLI (currently 182) so to narrow your results just add more search fields...
You can add as many search fields as you like.

Click on Find, and there's James Joyce's *Ulysses* published by Shakespeare & Co. in 1922.
FOR MORE COMPLEX SEARCHES, ADD SEARCH GROUPS

INTERESTED IN ARCHAEOLOGY IN SPECIFIC IRISH PROVINCES?

Set **Match to ANY Terms** so that you’ll get results for works about Connaught **OR** Munster.

Click on **Add Search Group**.

N.B. You can always click this option if you’re most interested in **images**...
Enter Archaeology in this new Search Group Box.

To make sure your search is as extensive as possible, use Match ALL Groups.
Click on any of these to edit your search or to start over.

And here are 32 results for Archaeological material related to Connaught OR Munster.

Narrow or widen your search by clicking on any relevant filters.
To BROWSE through our collections, click on **Browse**.

(These clickable links at the top of each page are always available to you, no matter what section of the catalogue you’re using…)
Build your Browse search step-by-step, column by column.

You can browse by **Author**; **Topic** (or subject); **Genre** (type of material, e.g. fiction, portrait prints, trials); **Region** (Antrim, Zimbabwe); **Era** (19th century or Tudor, 1485-1603).

Simply click in the left-hand column on whichever heading you want to browse by…
SAY YOU’RE LOOKING FOR DIARIES…

Click on **Topic**, then **Filter Alphabetically**. Select D, then scroll through list of Topics for **Diaries**.

Once you click on **Diaries**, you’ll be presented with a list of results that you can scroll through, or refine further…
OR JUST LOOKING FOR WOMEN DIARISTS?

1. Click on **Topic**
2. Click on **Filter by the top 250 Genres** (i.e. the most numerous types of material we hold)
3. Scroll through Genre results until you come to **Diaries (189 results)**. Click on **Diaries**
4. You're just interested in WOMEN DIARISTS, so scroll through all the headings for Diaries until you come to **Women (8 results)**, and click!
And these 8 results can be narrowed or broadened by clicking or unclicking any of the filters over here…
If there’s anything else you need to know that has not been covered in these slides, staff at any of our reference desks would be pleased to answer your questions or help with any enquiries you may have.

Alternatively, you can email info@nli.ie